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This paper is devoted to tests for uniformity based on sum-functions of m- 
spacings, where m diverges to infinity as the sample size, n, increases. It is shown 
that if m diverges at a slower rate than n ‘I* then the commonly used sum-function 
will detect alternatives distant (mn)- iI4 from the uniform. This result fails if m 
diverges more quickly than it’/*, and in that situation the statistic must be modified. 
The case where m/n + p, 0 < p < 1, is also considered, and it is shown that the test 
has adequate power against local and fixed alternatives if and only if p is 
irrational. 0 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most popular statistics for testing uniformity is based on sum- 
functions of spacings between adjacent order statistics; see [S, 7, 9, 10, 12, 
151. Several authors have recently suggested that this concept be 
generalised from adjacent spacings to m-spacings, where m > 1. There are 
essentially two types of generalisation. The first has been studied in detail 
by Cressie [14] and by Dudewicz and van der Meulen [6], and employs 
statistics like 
n--m 
Snl = C k((N/m)(X,,k+,-Xnk)}. 
k=l 
The second was suggested by de1 Pino [ 111, and involves statistics of the 
form 
[n/ml 
SnZ- 1 h{(N/m)(X,,k,-X,,(k-l,,)}. 
k=l 
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(Here h is a “smooth” function, N = n + 1, and 0 =X,,, 6 X,, d d X,,, 
denote the order statistics from a random n-sample Xi ,..., X,.) The prin- 
cipal conclusion is that, at least in an asymptotic sense, increasing the value 
of m increases the power of the test. Cressie, de1 Pino, Dudewicz and van 
der Meulen all touched on the notion of letting m diverge to infinity with n, 
with the aim of achieving a test whose asymptotic power exceeds that of a 
test using fixed m. However, the extent of any improvement to be gained 
from indefinitely large m is far from clear. Cressie [l] warned that limits 
should be placed on the rate at which m diverges, and suggested that 
“m = O(n”*) probably grows too fast.” He himself considered only values 
of m which diverge at a slower rate than n’j3, and provided no information 
about the power of the test for divergent m. Similar restrictions were 
imposed by Dudewicz and van der Meulen [6], while de1 Pino [ 1 l] dis- 
cussed the case of divergent m only in a very informal setting. 
The purpose of the present paper is to provide a detailed theoretical 
account of the performance of such powerful distributional tests, under 
extremely general conditions on the order of magnitude of m and on the 
function h. We do not need Cressie’s warnings, and reach unexpected con- 
clusions. Some of these are listed below. We treat only statistics like Sn,, 
since it is clear that tests based on S,, will be at least as powerful as tests 
based on S,,. (Note that SnZ will completely ignore a cluster of sample 
values which falls within an interval (X,,,, ~ i I*, Xn,km).) 
It is well known that in the case of fixed m, a test based on the statistic 
S,, is unable to detect alternatives converging to the uniform at a faster 
rate than F”~. See [4, 11, 13, 14, 16201 for discussions of the power of 
spacings tests. We shall prove that if m = m(n) + co as n + co, then S,, can 
distinguish alternatives distant (mn) - ‘I4 from the uniform, provided m does 
not diverge at a faster rate than n’12. If mInII + cc then the maximum dis- 
tance between distinguishable alternatives is only of order (m/n2)‘14. 
Therefore the test becomes less powerful as m increases beyond order .I/‘. 
This unpleasant behaviour is essentially due to edge-effects, and can be 
eliminated by defining the test statistic on the circle, rather than on the line. 
That is, we should replace S,, by 
Sn3= i h((N/m)(X,,k+,-X,k)}, (1.1) 
k=l 
where we define x,,k = 1 + x,,k _ n if n < k < 2n. A test based on S,, can be 
used to detect alternatives distant (rnn)-li4 apart, provided m/n -+ 0 as 
n + 00. In this situation, the case where m = O(n’12) does not form a barrier 
to the order of magnitude of m. We should stress that even for values of m 
which approach order n (e.g., m N n’ -‘, any 0 <E < 1) the test statistic has 
an asymptotic normal distribution under both null and alternative 
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hypotheses. This conclusion is contrary to fears which have been expressed 
in recent literature. 
The results described above are reported formally in Section 2. The suc- 
cess of Sns in distinguishing between close alternatives suggests we might 
consider a version of this statistic for which m is of the same order as the 
sample size-that is, m/n + p as IZ + co, where 0 < p < 1. It turns out that 
in this situation, Sn3 detects alternatives distant only n-l/* from the 
uniform, provided the value of p is irrational. This result is false if p is 
rational, (For example, the choice m = [n/2] would be unwise.) Asymptotic 
distributions under fixed or converging alternatives, when m - pn, are 
worked out in detail in Section 3. Only in the case of fixed alternatives is 
the limit distribution normal. All proofs are deferred until Section 4. 
2. THE CASE m + co, m/n + 0. 
Assume the underlying density may be written as 
f(x) =f(xI n) = 1 + (mn)-1/4 l(x) f O<x,<l, (2.1) 
where 1 has five continuous derivatives on [0, 11. Naturally, the function 
L(x) = \; Z(u) du (2.2) 
satisfies L(0) = L( 1) = 1. Suppose that for some q > 0, n”/m + 0 as m + cg. 
(This condition could be dropped if we were prepared to assume detailed 
information about the behaviour of h.) It follows that for some integer 
r>2, 
nm -V* = o(n’/* + m) (2.3) 
as n + 00. Our only restriction on h is that h”+ ‘) exist and be continuous 
in a neighbourhood of x = 1, and h’( 1) h”( 1) # 0. Let Z, , Z2 ,..., be indepen- 
dent exponential variables, and set ii = Zi - 1 and vnj = E(m-’ Cy ci)’ = 
O(m-‘I*). 
THEOREM 1. Under the above conditions, 
LgT [h{W/m)(X,,+m -&J}- i (l,“!)h”‘(l)v, 
j=O 1 
= (n/m)“* h”(1) (l/2) 1: Z*(x)dx+(1/3)“* Nnl} 
1 
+ m”2(2/3)1’2 h’(1) N,,*, (2.4) 
where N,l and N,,* are asymptotically independent and distributed as N(0, 1). 
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The limiting distribution of S,, under the null hypothesis can be deduced 
immediately from Theorem 1 by taking 1 E 0. Note that (n/m)“2 dominates 
ml’* if and only if n ‘I* dominates m. When m = o(n”*), or m rv const n’/*, 
the asymptotic power against alternatives described by (2.1) will always 
exceed the significance level of the test, provided I is not identically zero. 
On the other hand, if m/n”* + 00 then the asymptotic power equals the 
significance level. 
If the alternative (2.1) is changed to 
f(x) = 1 + (m/n2)li4 l(x), O<x<l, 
and if m/n’J2 + co, then the expansion on the right in (2.4) should be 
changed to 
where Nn3 is asymptotically normal N(0, 1). If either L is symmetric (mean- 
ing that L(x) = L( 1 - x), 0 < x < 1 ), or m --f co slower than n2’3, then the 
asymptotic power exceeds the significance level. However, when I(0) # 1( 1 ), 
(L-r) U~)dx-(W)(m/n)~ {41)-W)}, 
and when m + co faster than n2j3, the quantity m-3J4n3’2(m/n)2 is of a 
larger order of magnitude than rnli2. 
These difficulties can be overcome by defining the spacings statistic on 
the circle, rather than the line. Let X,, = 1 + X,l,k --n for n < k G 2n. Assume 
all the conditions of Theorem I, except that condition (2.3) is strengthened 
to 
nm -42 = o(n1/2). 
In particular, assume the alternative distribution is given by (2.1). 
(2.5) 
THEOREM 2. Under the above conditions, 
$, [h ~WIW(&.k+m- X,,,)} - i (l/j!) h”‘(1) vd 
j=O I 
where N,, is asymptotically normal N(0, 1). 
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It follows that whenever m/n + 0, the asymptotic power of a test based 
on Sn3 against alternatives distant (mn)- 1’4 from the null hypothesis will 
exceed the significance level. 
We conclude this section by describing the asymptotic distribution of S,, 
under fixed alternatives. Suppose that for some q > 0, n”/m + m/n’ - 4 -+ 0 as 
n -+ co. Then there exist integers r > 1 and s > 2 such that 
,-(~+1)/2+(,/,)~~,(,-1/2) (2.6) 
as n --t cc. Our only restriction on h is that A”+ ‘) exist and be continuous 
on (0, co). (Note that we do not exclude the possibility that 1 h 1 is unboun- 
ded towards x = 0 or cc.) Assume also that f’“’ exists and is continuous on 
[O, 11, and that f is bounded away from zero on [O, 11. (Several earlier 
authors have confined attention to the case where f is a step function.) 
Define G = F-l, where F is the distribution function corresponding to the 
alternative density f, and let 
o?=var[G’(U)h’(G’(U))-h(G’(U)}] 
= varCh{ l/f(W) -h’{ WTWI/f(~)I~ 
where U has the uniform distribution and X has density f: Naturally, we 
assume that f is fixed. Let the constants v,,~ be as before. 
THEOREM 3. Under the above conditions, 
n-m 
n - 112 
kl$ ~UWQtLk+m-hJl 
-Jo (l/j!) vnjJi-m'n (G’(x))jh”) i (I/l!)(m/n)‘-’ G”‘(x) dx 
I= 1 1 1 + N(0,a2) (2.7) 
in distribution as n --) co. 
Let pu, denote the centring constant within square brackets in (2.7). Then 
p,, -rip(f) as n + 00, where 
Writefo for the uniform density, and assume f is not fo. If h is strictly con- 
vex then p( fo) < p( f ), while the inequality is strictly reversed if h is strictly 
concave. Thus, for h either strictly concave or strictly convex, the spacings 
test employs a one-sided critical region. 
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3. THE CASE m - pn 
Suppose the underlying density has the form 
f(x) = 1 + n -9(x), Odxdl, 
where 2 has a continuous derivative on [0, I] and 0 < 6 d l/2. Define L(X) 
as at (2.2), and let IV, be a standard Brownian bridge on [0, 11, with 
W,,(x) = W,(x - 1) and L(x) = L(x - 1) for 1 -C x 6 2. Finally, assume P,, = 
m/n + p E (0, 1) as n + co, and h”’ exists and is continuous in a 
neighbourhood of p. 
THEOREM 4. Under the above conditions, and if0 < 6 < 4, 
n26- 1 
2 hWn,k+m - Jfnk) - nhhJ -+ UP) h”(p) 
k=l 
x 1’ fL(x+p)-w))2dx 
Jo 
in probability as n -+ co, while $6 = $, 
f: h(Xn,/c+m - xnk) - WprJ + (l/2) h”(p) 
k=l 
x 
s 
’ {~(x+p)-L(x)+ W,(x+p)- W,,(x)}2dx (3.1) 
0 
in distribution as n --) co. 
(Since N/m has a proper limit in the present case, we have taken the liberty 
of dropping the factor N/m from the definition of S,,; see (1.1)) 
It follows from Theorem 4 that the limit distribution under the null 
hypothesis is not normal. The test will have adequately high power if and 
only if the condition 
L(x+p)-L(x)rO on (0, 1) (3.2) 
implies L(x) = 0. If p =p/q for integers p, q satisfying 0 <p < q, and if L is 
continuous and periodic with period l/q and satisfies L(0) = L(l/q)= 0, 
then it is possible to have (3.2) for all XE (0, l), but L(x) not identically 
zero. On the other hand, if p is irrational then since (3.2) implies 0= 
L(0) = L(p) = L(2p) = . * * , we must have L(kp - [kp]) = 0 for all positive 
integers k. Therefore L(x) = 0 on a dense subset of (0, l), and so L(x) = 0. 
Finally, we examine the limit distribution under fixed alternatives. Sup- 
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pose f has a continuous derivative on [0, 11, and is bounded away from 
zero on [0, 11. Let F be the distribution function corresponding to f, and 
defineG=F-‘andG(x)=l+G(x-l)if l<x<2.Set 
n=n(f)=l’ h{G(x+p)-G(x)} dx, 
and let C? denote the variance of the normal random variable, 
I ’ W,,(x)[h’{l+G(x)-G(x+1-p)}-h’{G(x+p)-G(x)}]dG(x). 0 
Assume h” exists and is continuous on (0, KI), and that m = [in], where 
O<p<l. 
THEOREM 5. Under the above conditions, 
in distribution as n -+ co. 
Arguing very much as before, it can be shown that the conditions 
and 
G(x + p) - G(x) = cons& XE (0, 1) 
f(x)= 1, XE(O, 1) 
are equivalent if and only if p is irrational. If p is irrational, if f is not f. 
and if h is strictly convex, then A( fo) < A( f ), while the inequality is strictly 
reversed if h is strictly concave. (These statements are not necessarily true if 
p is rational.) Therefore for h either strictly concave or strictly convex, and 
p irrational, the spacings test uses a one-sided critical region. 
4. PROOFS 
Throughout the proofs we let U,l < U,,z < ... < U,, denote the order 
statistics of a random n-sample from the uniform distribution on the inter- 
val [0, 11. Note that for each n, we can write 
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where N= n + 1 and Z, ,..., Z, are independent standard exponential 
variables. (Of course, the construction of Z, depends on n.) Define 
cj = Zi- 1, 1 < i < IV. We may generate our random sample XI ,..., X, via 
the probability transform, G = F-l, and so we take X,, = G( Vnk), 1 d k d n. 
The symbol C denotes a positive generic constant, depending on neither k 
nor n. 
Proof of Theorem 1. If we invert the distribution function F(x) =x + 
(mn)-“” L(X), we obtain 
G(x) = x - (mn)-1’4 L(x) + (mn)-‘I* Z(x) L(x) 
+,g3 (mn)-f14 LJx) + O{(mn)p3’2} 
uniformly in x E [0, 1 ], where each function Lj has a continuous derivative 
on [0, 11. Therefore 
G( Urz,, + m I- G( Un,) 
= (Un,k+m- Vnk)-(mn)-“4 fL(Un,k+,n)-L(Unk)) 
+(mW’2 {~(U,,k+,)~(U,,k+,)-~(U,k)L(U,k))+r,k~, (4.1) 
where 
lrnkI I g CI(mn)-3’41 Un,k+m- Unkl + (mnlp3’*). 
From the estimates 
and (4.1), we obtain 
G( Un., + m  I- G(U,,) 
= (Un.k+m- Vnk)-(mn)-“4 {L(Un,k+m)-L(Unk)) 
+ (mn)-“’ (m/~)~~(k/~) L(k/N)+ /*(k/N)) + r&2$ (4.2) 
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where 
I~n~~I~C~C(~~)-“*~I~~,,+,-~,~I*+I~n,~+m-~n~-~/NI 
+~~l~~l~,,-~/~l}+(~~~-3’41~,~,+,-U,~I+(~~)-3’21 
~C2~m3/*n--5/*+m1/4,-7/4+~-3/* 
+ (mn) - 1’2 IUn.k + m - U,,-mfN( +m”2n-3’2 (U,,--k/NO. 
Next observe that 
I+N-lfii 
-1 
1 
=kk,N+N-1’$‘i-kN-2~~,+kN-’ 
-(N-‘~~~)(N-‘~~ij,.“~3, (4.3) 
where 
on the set 
Therefore 
L(U,,)=L(k/N)+ N-‘ii,-kN-*fi,+kN-’ 
1 1 
X I(k/N) + (l/2)( NW1 i ci- kN-* f ir), l’(k/N) + rnk4, 
1 1 
where 
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on E,. Hence 
where 
on E,. It also follows from (4.3) that (U,k-k/NIdC{I~-lC:ii~+ 
jNpl~;“~ij > on El, and 
kfm 
u n,k + m  -U,k=mJN+N-’ C [;--NM’&; 
k+l 1 
where 
Ir,,,~c{m.-‘(N-‘~1,)2+1N~‘~r,13 
+IN-lk~~;13+IN-‘~ii!‘j 
on E,. Substituting the estimates from (4.5) down into (4.2), we obtain 
(N/m)(Xn,k + m - xn,) 
= (N/m){G(U,.k+,)-G(U,k)} 
k+m 
-I- (mn)-1’2 (l’(k/N) L(R/N) + 12(k/N)) + rnk7, (4.7) 
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where 
1 rnk7 1 d C m’f2n-3/2 + (mn)-‘I” + m-‘g-“2 
+m-3’2n’/2 ( Unk+m- U,k-m/N[ +m-‘i2n-3/2 
+(m~)-1i4~~1(~~ri~+l*~ri~+l~~il) 
on E,. Furthermore, by (4.6), 
m -312n’J2 lJnktm- iJ,,-m/N1 
Q Cim:“‘.w’12 Ilz ci/ +m-‘12np312 I$ (iI 
+m”‘n-3’2/:~tll~iil 
+m-‘/2n-512 $ci 2+m-3/2n-W 
( ) 
Ik~Ii13+I$ti13)7 
and so 
k+m 
- 314 + m  - 1, - 112 +me3J2n-‘12 
I I 
1 ii 
k+l 
+m-1’4n-5’4(l~ii~+!k~~il+!~~i~) 
+(mnlpI’“[ ~~lil(i$li[ +lkrCi[ +l$Cii) 
211 
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Since (1 
(I 
k+m 
’ k;, ” 
- x)“> 1 -kx for k>O and 06x< 1, then 
>Em,some l<kbn-m 
) 
>Em, someOdj< [n/m]+ 1 andO<kdm- 1 
for each I> 0, using Chebyshev’s inequality. Hence for each E > 0, the set 
satisfies P(E,)+ 1. If O<s<$ then E,sE,. 
Let us rewrite (4.7) as 
k+m 
(N/m)(Xn,k + m  -X,,k)= 1 +m-’ 1 (j+A,,k+rnk7. 
k+l 
Given any pl > 0, we may choose n, B 1 so large and E E (0, &] so small that 
Im-‘CkZYLI G? and I&k1 + Irnk,l lvl < for 1 <k<n-m and nan,,, on 
the set EZ. Since h”’ is continuous in a neighbourhood of x = 1, this means 
we can write 
I( 
k+t?l 
+(mn)-‘I2 {I’(k/N)L(k/N)+I’(k/N)} h’ 1 +m-’ C [i 
kfl > 
+ (1/2)(mn)-“* Z’(k/N) h”( 1) + r,&, (4.9) 
where mk9 6 c{ 1 rnk8 I + r:k8 +Irnks13+(mn)-“21m-1C~=~ril)~mk,10, 
say, on EZ. Simple computations show that 
n--m 
(m/n)“2 c E@nk,d + 0 
k=l 
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as n + co, and so, since P(E,) + 1, we have 
Furthermore, 
C;:y rnk9 = o,{ (n/m)‘/*}. 
I / k+m \ r-1 
on E2, and so if Ak denotes the term within square brackets on the right- 
hand side of (4.9) we have 
k+m r-1 
l+m-’ 1 ci -A, 1 (l/j!)h(j+‘)(l) 
k+l j=O 
on Ea. The expectation of the series on the right-hand side equals 
O(n(mn)-1/4 m-“*} = o{ (n/m)l/* + ml/*}, using (2.3). Combining the 
estimates from (4.9) down, we obtain 
n--m 
c h{(N/m)(Xn,,+m-X,/c)) 
k=l 
“.fm h( 
kim 
= l+m-* 1 [i 
k=l kfl 
r-1 
+ c (l/‘j!)h” ‘+‘)(l) 1 A 
j=O 
:lT k(m-‘~~ii)i 
+ ( W)(n/m)‘/” I’ 1*(x) dx h”( 1) + o,{ (n/m)“* + ml’*). (4.10) 
0 
Next observe that if j> 1 and the constants c,k are uniformly bounded, 
then var(C;:y c,k(m-’ ~~~~ ci)‘} = O(nm’-j). Therefore 
r-1 
jFo W)h”+“(l) 
= -(Npl~~i)h’(l)(n-m) 
r-1 
-m-5/4n3/4 c (l/j!)h(j+l)(l)E 
j=O 
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r-1 
(---‘!i.) 
j+ 1 n--m 
-(mn)-‘j4 C (l/j!)h’j+“(l)E I c 4klN) 
j=O k=l 
r-1 
+(mn)-1i2 1 (l/j!)h”+“(l)E , ’ 
J=o 
(m-‘Fr) 
n--m 
x k;l (WV) L(k/N) + ~2WV > 
+o,{(n/m)“2+m1’2}. (4.11) 
SinceC;:? [L{(k+m)/N} -L(k/N)] =o(m2/n), C;:TI(k/N)=O(m)and 
2;; (l’(k/N) L(k/N) + 12(k/N)} = o(n), then the right-hand side of (4.11) 
-(1-mjn)(~~~)h’(l)+o,{(n/m)1’2+m’:’). 
I 
Substituting this estimate into (4.10), and using a Taylor expansion to sim- 
plify the first series on the right-hand side of (4.10), we obtain 
-(l/2)(n/m)1~2j’P(x)dxh”(l) 
0 
“fm ‘r {i-(l-m/n)$Ii}hf(l) 
k=l i=k+l 
+(l/2)h”(l)n~~{(m-1 krcr)‘-P1] 
k=l k+l 
+ o,((n/m)“2 + ml’*}, (4.12) 
Now, 
n--m k+m 
” 
+ C (n-i+l--m)ci, 
i=n-Ill+ l 
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and so the coefficient of h’( 1) on the right-hand side of (4.12), equals 
-m-’ $I(m-i+l)ci+ 
i 
f 
i=n--m+l 
(i-n+m-l)ii)+O,(mn-‘/i). 
Therefore the right-hand side of (4.12) equals 
--m”*h’(l) Y,+(n/m)“Z (1/2)h”(l) Y*+o,((n/m)“2+ml’*}, 
where 
and 
jJ (m--+l)[i+ 2 
i=n--m+l 
(i-n+m-I)ci} 
Y, = (m/n)‘/* TI{(rn-l ~~ci)*-m-l). 
Clearly Y, and Y2 are independent, and Y, is asymptotically normal with 
variance 2m -3 Cy i* N 3. We shall complete the proof by showing that 
(m/n)“’ lc {(m-l lg ii)‘- m-l] “, N(O, 4/3). (4.13) 
Observe that 
n--m k+m 
(4.14) 
*Ci<j<n 
where cij= {(i- 1) A (n-m)} - {(j-m) v 1) + 1 if this quantity is 
positive, cV = 0 otherwise. If we define cI= cij if either i- 1 > n - m or 
j-m < 1, and cb = 0 otherwise, we find that 
E( CC C>iiCj)*= CC (CL)*= O(m”), 
*<i<j<n *<i<j<n 
whence C C2GiijSn c>[i<j = 0,(m2). Furthermore, C$:y CfL+,r; ,([f - 1) 
= O,(mn”*), and so by (4.14), 
^,g {(m-l ;g ii)‘--I} = 
2m-* CC (c,- c;) [Jj+ o,((n/m)1’2}. 
2<i<j<n . . 
683/19/2-2 
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Therefore (4.13) will follow if we prove that 
(m/n)“’ m- 2 c (cl/- 4,) i,+ NO, l/3). (4.15) 
2<i<J<fl 
The double series in (4.15) equals CC(i -j + m) [,<,, where the summation 
is over i,jsatisfying 2<i<j<n, i<n--m+l,j>m+l and i-j+m>l. 
We may rewrite it as cj”=m + 1 Wj, where 
(j- 1) A (n-m+ I) 
Wjflj c (i-j-l-m)ii 
i=j+lLm 
is a martingale difference sequence with respect to successive a-fields 
generated by cl, c2,..., [,. It may be proved that 
E 
i 
i El? I Cl,**., l’j-1) 
j=m+l I 
=E 
L i 
i (j-l)Af--nr+l) (i-j+m)ii 2 
II - m’n/3, j=m+ 1 i=j+l--m 
and var (~J’=~ + , E( y ( 5 t ,..., cJ- ,)I = O(m’n). Therefore 
in probability as n + co. It may also be proved that rnp6ne2 
Cpm+ 1 E( WY) + 0. These two conditions are sufficient for a martingale 
central limit theorem: 
m-3/2n-112 
i 
Wjz N(0, l/3). 
j=m+l 
(See, for example, [8, Corollary 3.1, p. 581.). This proves (4.15), and com- 
pletes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof closely resembles that of Theorem 1. 
Under the stronger condition (2.5), we may sharpen (4.12) and the com- 
putations following that display, and obtain 
n-m 
Tn, = (l/2) h”(l) 1 
me1 
k=l 
‘r (i)2-mv’] 
i=k+l 
(m/n)~[~-m-‘~(m-i+1)5i 
I I 
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-m-l 
“-$,I ti- n+t?l-1) ii i 
- m-5’%%y1) 1 L :I,{ (~)-L(~)}+o,(tn/m)l”). 
Similar but simpler computations lead to the estimate, 
L2=i+, [h{tNIm,(x..k+~-x.k)} 
-igo (l/j!) h”‘(l) E(me1 ijCi)j] 
=h’(l) m-l 
( i 
Ii ti+m-n-l)L+ f (m-i+l)ci 
i=n--m+2 i=l 1 
+ m  - 514n 3/4 ,=,I+, CL(kiN)-L{(k+m-n)iNil) 
+ o,U4m)1’2~ 
Combining these two estimates, we obtain 
Theorem 2 follows from this result and (4.13). 
Proof of Theorem 3. Observe from (4.6) that 
k+m 
u n.k + m  -U,,-m/N-N-’ c [iimN-2t[i 
k+l 
I GC{ I(N-’ lg ii>(N-‘$li)l 
(4.16) 
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say, on E, . Consequently, for j 3 2 and on E,. 
l(Un.k+m- U,k)’ - (m/NJ I d Crnk2W ’ + rnk2 1, 
~~(~~.k+m)-~(~nk)~-(“,,k+,-u,k)W~,k) 
- j$7 ( l/j! )(m/N)’ G”‘( u,,) 
<C{rnk2(mn-‘+rnk2)+ (m/u)s+‘}. (4.17) 
BY (4.3), 
say, on El, and so for j> 1, 
G”‘(U,,,)=G”‘(k/N)+ N-‘i &-kN-2f<i 
( 
G”+l’(k/N)+r,kjd 
I I 
= G”‘(k/N) + rnkj5, (4.18) 
where I r&j4 I < Crnk3 and Irnkj~l~C(lN-lC/;~rI+lN-lC~~iI) on El. 
Combining (4.16)-(4.18), we obtain 
( 
kim 
G(U ,,,k+,,,) - G( u,k) = (mlN)G’(k/N) + N-’ c li- mNe2 f [i 
> 
G’(kfN) 
k+l I 
N-’ i Ci- kNm2 f ci G”(k/N) 
1 1 > 
s 
+ 1 (lb! )bWJ G(j) k/N) + r,,k6, 
J=2 
where 
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z Cmn-‘r,,,, 
say, on E,. Therefore 
(N/m)(~n,k+m -xd 
=tN/m)(GtU,,k+,)-GtU,k)) 
( 
k+m 
=G’(k/N) 1 +m-’ C ii 
k+l ) 
+ i (l/j!)(m/N)‘-’ G”‘(k/N) 
j=2 
+ G”(k/N)(N-I $ (i) 
-(G’(~/N)+(k/N)G’f(kinr)}(N-l~ri)+r.k*, (4.19) 
1 
where I rnk8 I 6 Crnk7 on El. 
Write (4.19) as (N/m)(X,,, +m -X,,) = Ank + Bnk + rnk8, where 
ii + f (l/‘!)(m/N)‘-’ G”‘(k/N). 
j=2 
We may choose constants 0 < K1 < K2 < co, E E (0, $1 and no > 1, such that 
An, and An, + &, + hk8 both lie within the interval [K,, K2], whenever 
n 3 n, and the event E2 (defined at (4.8)) prevails. Since h” is bounded and 
continuous on [K,, K2], then by (4.19), 
h{(N/m)(%,k+,- xnk)> = &hk) + &k + rnk8) h’bhk) 
+ (1/2)(Bnk f rnk8)2 h”(A,k + e(Bnk + bk8)) 
= h&d + B,,h’(And + rnk9T (4.20) 
where I rnk9 I < C { r&7 + (N-l cf ci)2 + (N-’ Cy ci)“} on E,, and 0 < 8 < 1, 
Let ck = c;= i ( l/j!)(m/N)J-l G(j)(k/N) and dk = G’(k/N). Then 
A,=Ck+dkt?-'~~;~~i. If necessary, we may choose K, a little smaller 
and K2, no a little larger, so that K, < ck < K2 for all k and n 2 no. In this 
case, 
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for n 3 no, on E2, while 
where 1 T,,~,~~ 1 < C 1 m--l CzT;l ii Jr+’ on E2. Substituting the last two 
estimates into (4.20), we find that 
h { tN/m)fXn,k + m  - Xnk) ) 
say, on E,. Since xi!;” E(r,,,,,) = o(n”*), using (2.6), and P(E,) + 1, then 
it follows from (4.21) that 
“-IPI 
c h{(N/m)(Xn,k+m-Xnk)) 
k=l 
n--m 
+ c B,&(ck) + op(d”). (4.22) 
k=l 
Since var(x;!y d@“‘(ck)(m-’ ~~!~ [i)‘} = O(flm’p’), we may rewrite 
(4.22) as 
k=l 
- {G’(k,‘N) + (k/N) G”(k/N)J( A’-’ -f li)] + ~,(d/~). (4.23) 
I 
The two series on the right-hand side may be combined as xi SiwEi, for 
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weights w,~. Using a standard central limit theorem for such weighted 
series, and employing integral approximations to the exact variance of the 
series, it may be shown that the series is asymptotically normal N(0, no*). 
Similar integral approximations allow us to replace the location constant 
on the left-hand side of (4.23) by that appearing in (2.7). This completes 
the proof of Theorem 3. 
The proofs of Theorems 4 and 5 are very similar to those of Theorems 1 
and 3, respectively. For this reason we shall give only a sketch of the proof 
of Theorem 4, and omit the proof of Theorem 5. 
Proof of Theorem 4. We shall consider only the derivation of (3.1). In 
this case it is possible to employ a much shorter expansion of G(x) than 
that used to prove Theorem 1: 
uniformly in x E [O, 11. A simpler argument than that used to obtain (4.7) 
may be used to prove instead that Xn,k+m - X,, = p, + A,, + rnk,, where 
and, on the set E, defined at (4.4), 
Let EE (O,;], and E3= {supI<kcN . . 
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E-I} c E,. Using the fact that h “’ is continuous and uniformly bounded in 
[pn - q, p,, + q] for small q and large n, we may now prove that for some 
E,,E (0,&l, we have 
4Xn.k + m - Xnk) 
= 4PJ + 4kmJ + (l/2) [ n 1i2{L(T)-L($)} - ~ 
k+m 
N-’ c &mN2f[j 
k+l I )I 
2h”(Pn)+rnk3 (4.24) 
on E, , whenever 0 < E < E,, and n $ n,,(E). Since C;; 7 E( mk9) = o( 1 ), and 
as E + 0, we may deduce from (4.24) that 
n-m n--m 
c htXn,k+m -X,k)=(n-m)h(p,)+h’(p,) 1 &k 
k=l k=l 
+(l/2)h.‘(p.)~~[-n-i/2{L(~)-L(~)) 
k+m 
N-’ C ii-mNp2fii )I 2+op(l). (4.25) k+l 1 
Similarly it may be proved that 
k h(Xn,k+m-Xnk) 
k=n--m+l 
= mWJ - WJ An* + (l/2) h%n) 
k=n--m+l 
xk=:g+l[n-lqL(+(k+;-n)} 
: ii-(n-m)N-2tii 2+~p(l)r (4.26) 
k+m--n+l 1 )I 
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where 
An*= -n- ln{L(;)-L(k+;-n)}+n-1 
x{l($)L(;)-I(,,,-n)L(k+;-n)} 
-n-‘(1 -pJ+ N-’ i Si-(n-m,N-‘fii} 
k+m--n+ 1 1 
Combining (4.25) and (4.26), noting that C;=T A,, = C;=,+, + , AZ&, and 
working out the weak limit of the series coefficient of h”(p,), we obtain 
Theorem 4. 
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